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Revive Catering, a trading name of Revive Catering Contract Management Ltd - Registered in Scotland No: SC391760

Social
Responsibility
is woven into

our DNA

“”

Benefits Statement
Established in 2010, Revive Catering has grown into becoming the only dedicated provider of 
deliciously nutritious consultancy catering and housekeeping solutions in the Senior Living 
and Child Care sectors in Scotland, including a specialist dementia service. We also provide a 
dedicated food delivery service from our Scottish suppliers, delivering fresh raw ingredients 
daily.
It's important during these challenging times we 
support clients and cooks while delivering nutritious 
menus that control costs. We are very proud to report 
our clients and chefs have stated that our Chef 
Managers Manual has helped them to achieve their 
financial targets, along with using the Revive Catering 
recipe database.

Benefits of Our Service
Many of the benefits of the Revive Catering services can 
be seen and felt immediately, as the moral
and mental state of staff and residents alike dramatically improves. The happiness seen in the 
residents we serve comes from an improved service, which in turn makes our client’s care 
facilities a more attractive prospect.
The statistical improvements to our client’s bottom lines are also very clear to see, with savings 
such as:

• An average of 35% reduction in weekly food & sundries cost, as a direct result of
our procurement system and menu planning.

• An average of 20% savings on staff costs, as a direct result of the processes
implemented and improved welfare of residents.

However, the total benefits and savings felt as a direct result of our services include a lot more. 
When we achieve both healthier and happier residents, more efficient and manageable 
menus, and a more cost effective service, it allows our clients to focus on higher quality of 
care. It may seem off at first sight, but very simply - higher levels of care and nutrition = a 
more cost efficient organisation, as your residents become more
self-sufficient.

It is always our goal that our service cost is at the very least cancelled out by the savings and 
additional income made by our clients.




